Abstract-There have been many discriminative learning methods using convolutional neural networks (CNN) for several image restoration problems, which learn the mapping function from a degraded input to the clean output. In this letter, we propose a self-committee method that can find enhanced restoration results from the multiple trial of a trained CNN with different but related inputs. Specifically, it is noted that the CNN sometimes finds different mapping functions when the input is transformed by a reversible transform and thus produces different but related outputs with the original. Hence averaging the outputs for several different transformed inputs can enhance the results as evidenced by the network committee methods. Unlike the conventional committee approaches that require several networks, the proposed method needs only a single network. Experimental results show that adding an additional transform as a committee always brings additional gain on image denoising and single image supreresolution problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image restoration problems are to estimate high-quality images from low-resolution or degraded ones, which are mostly ill-posed problems. Hence conventional image restoration methods exploited various kinds of image priors such as gradient model [1] - [3] , wavelet model [4] , [5] , Markov random field (MRF) [6] - [8] , sparse representation [9] - [11] and nonlocal self similarity (NSS) prior [12] - [14] . Although these algorithms have shown promising results, they suffer from some drawbacks. First, some of the models are heuristically designed and they involve parameters that needs to be tuned by a user. Therefore the performance may often depend on the characteristics of input image and parameters. Moreover, the methods find the optimal solution by solving complex optimization problems that are mostly computationally expensive and also difficult to be parallelized.
In recent years, learning based methods that can overcome the above stated problems have been developed. For example, Schmidt et al. [15] proposed a cascade of shrinkage fields (CSF). The algorithm unifies the random field-based model and quadratic optimization into a learning framework. Chen et al. [16] proposed a trainable nonlinear reaction diffusion (TNRD) model. This method learns the parameters for a diffusion model by the gradient descent procedure. In addition, with the rapid progress of graphic processing units (GPU) B. Ahn and N. I. Cho are with the Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Seoul National University, 1, Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-Gu, Seoul 151-742, Korea and also affiliated with INMC (e-mail: clannad@ispl.snu.ac.kr; nicho@snu.ac.kr).
programming and parallel processing, deep learning based image restoration methods have also attracted great attentions. Burger et al. [17] proposed a multilayer perceptron (MLP) based denoising algorithm, which achives the competitive performance with prior model based methods. Dong et al. [18] presented a convolutional neural network (CNN) based image super-resolution method, which is shown to outperform the prior based methods. Kim et al. [19] proposed a skipconnection, which showed that learning the residual image is more effective. Zhang et al. [20] developed a deep CNN for image denoising, which utilizes the residual learning and batch normalization [21] . This network shows the state-of-the art performance for many restoration problems including Gaussian image denoising, single image super-resolution (SISR) and JPEG image deblocking. Although the deep learning based methods are proven to be effective in many tasks, they also have some limitations. First, the training can be struck to a local minima and therefore the initial condition for the training affects the performance. Zhao et al. [22] showed that local minima limits the network performance. Second, since the training aims to minimize only the pixel-based error, we do not know which prior or which structure is well dealt with the newtork. In this respect, it is shown that combining some image priors [23] or using multiple networks can improve the performance of restoration or classification problems [25] .
In this letter, we propose a committee approach that works at the inference stage to enhance the performance of CNN based image restoration methods. The idea of "network committees" for a vision task was introduced in [24] , [25] , and it was shown to achive the best performance for MNIST digit classification problem [26] . The main idea of this method is to average the outputs of differently trained networks (called network committees) to the same input, which could alleviate the local minima problem and increase the performance. Our proposed method differs from the conventional committee approaches in constructing the committee members. Specifically, we use only a single network named base network, and instead of preparing committees as the different networks, we define the committees as the outputs of the network with differently transformed inputs. Precisely, we note that the trained network sometimes finds different feature map for the transformed input such as flipped or linearly transformed images and thus produces different output (when inverse transformed). Thus we prepare several transforms, and the transformed inputs are passed through the network and their outputs are used as committees. The outputs are averaged to be the final output. The proposed method is named self-committee network (SCN) in the sense that only a single network is used. Experimental results show that the proposed method can improve the performance of the CNN based image restoration methods without additional training or fine-tuning.
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The key ideas of our method are summarized as follows. Fist, some transformations are applied to an input image, which constructs a group of images for the given input. The group members are individually passed through the network and the outputs are inverse transformed to the original image space. Then the final output is estimated from the group of output images. An example of the proposed SCN framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this letter, two kinds of image transformations are considered, which would bring the output with almost the same performance but different characteristics.
A. Flip and/or Rotation (FR)
Training based image restoration algorithms [15] - [18] , [20] aim to learn a mapping function f (Y ) ∼ X for a degraded image Y and its ground-truth X. In the view of human visual system (HVS), it is natural that the mapping function should also work the same for the flipped and/or rotated image, i.e., it is desired that the FR image of the restored output must be the same as the restored output of the FR input :
where g is the FR operation. Most prior based image restoration methods satisfy this condition, because the FR operations do not affect the image prior such as gradient distribution or sparsity. However, it does not hold for the CNN based image restoration methods. Although they augment training data by FR operations [16] , [20] , it does not force the trained convolution filters to be spatially symmetric, which is needed for FR invariance. Therefore, they produce different results for the FR images and thus it is worth to construct FR committees, where specific operations are summarized in Table. I. In detail, we make member inputs {g k (Y )} and their corresponding member outputs {g
Ciregan et al. [24] showed that averaging the outputs of the networks trained from the different initial states can improve the performance. Following the study, we also average the member outputs to get the final outputX
where K is a subset of {1, 2, ...8} and |K| is the size of K. 
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B. Linearity
Some image degradation models such as noise-free blurring or image downsampling are assumed as a linear model, Y = XHV where H is a blur kernel and V is a resizing matrix. Therefore, it is natural that their corresponding restoration problems, i.e. deblurring or SISR, are also linear:
for any scalar α and β. However, the neural network assumes that the mapping function is non-linear and the network contains bias term in every neuron and non-linear activation functions such as rectified linear unit (ReLU). As a result, (3) does not hold for neural network based algorithms, which will produce different outputs for the scaled and/or biased inputs (even when they are restored by removing the bias and rescaled). Hence we can prepare a committee for the member of inputs with several different α and β, i.e., we construct the output asX
However, we cannot freely set the α and β in the noisy environments Y = XHV + N where N is the noise, because the scaling α changes the noise characteristics. Assuming that the noise distribution is zero mean and symmetric, we can use just two committees such that {(α, β)} = {(1, 0), (−1, 1)} for the noisy environment in order not to scale the noise component. Specifically, we obtain the output aŝ
which maintain the range of input pixel values, on which the network is trained and works best.
Since the linearity and FR invariance are independent property, they can also cooperate to make a larger committee aŝ 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted experiments for two types of the image restoration: Image denoising and SISR. The performance is evaluated by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [27] and improved PSNR (IPSNR) compared to the base network. We test 6 types of committees that are summarized in Table. II.
A. Experiments on image denoising network
For Gaussian image denoising, we use DnCNN [20] as a base network because of its promising performance and short run-time on GPU. The test set is shown in Fig. 2 , which is consisted of 12 images that are widely used for the test of image denoising. Fig. 3 summarizes the average IPSNR for various noise levels and Table. III shows the PSNR results on overall test images with σ = 30.
The results suggest the followings
• The employment of additional committee always improves the performance.
• The information of an image is severely distorted in a high noise level. Therefore, only a single network is hard to be optimal and adding the committees is more beneficial at higher noise level. In order to analyze the improvement in view of the feature space, we extracted feature maps from an original image and its inverted one as illustrated in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 -(b) , low-level feature maps of an inverted image are similar to the inversion of the original feature maps. However, the high-level features show somewhat different characteristics. The original feature map and inverted image feature map are similar in some cases (in the first and third row) but in other cases, they show weak correlation (in the second and fourth row). Moreover, the output of the inverted image would be re-inverted to the original image space and therefore, the two feature maps are distinct in the end. It implies that the function of a committee is expanding the feature maps and enables more accurate process, rather than just augmenting the input.
B. Experiments on a single image super-resolution network
We also test the proposed SCN framework for a SISR. In order to show the robustness to the base network, we used SRCNN [18] as a base network. We adopt two test datasets (Set 5 and Set 14) with three scaling factors (2, 3 and 4) . Four committees as shown in Table. II are tested: SCN-FR, SCN-I, SCN-L, and SCN-Full. For SCN-L, we set the parameters α and β to α ∈ {max(X) − min(X), 1,
By using these values, we can maintain the mean pixel value and prevent the pixel value saturation. Table IV lists outputs from differently transformed inputs could enhance the restoration performances. Experiments show that the proposed method enhances the performance of state-of-the-art image denoising and SISR networks.
